
Materials You Will 

Need: 

 

 

 
Make an Acetate Cracker with Alcohol Inks 

  

  

 Take the acetate sheet, a heat emboss acetate or printable 

acetate works well and could be used to print a swirl design 

or image to the front of the acetate before adding the 

alcohol ink. Place the sheet onto the non stick craft mat. 

 Swirl the glossy accents over the acetate, do this on 

the rough side if using printable acetate. Do not go 

right up to the edge as the glue will spread once the 

tissue paper is applied. 

 Shake small amounts of the alcohol inks over the lacquer. 

To keep the colours bold try not to overlap the inks too 

much as this will mix the inks. Optional - At this stage mica 

powder, small beads or glitter could be added. 

 Place the tissue paper over the lacquer, take a piece of 

kitchen towel and press lightly over the tissue paper to ensure 

the lacquer and inks adhere to the acetate. Set aside and once 

dry the acetate will look like the 2nd photo on the reverse & 

glossy and shiny on the front as in the 3rd photo. 

  

 As it is harder to see pencil lines on the acetate, draw 

around the template onto a piece of copy paper. (It 

isn`t necessary to cut the `v` notches out as this can be 

done when trimming the acetate). Place the template 

on the centre edge on the reverse side of the 

landscape acetate. Secure down with low tack tape. 

 Score along the edge of the 

`v`notches on both ends.  
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Make an Acetate Cracker with Alcohol Inks 

 

  

 Then fold the acetate back to achieve the fold line.  Trim the `v` notches out of the template and along 

the long side following the template line. 

  

 Once cut out the acetate cracker shape 

will look like this. 

 Place 6mm double sided tape or wonder tape along the unbroken 

edge of the cracker. Tabs can be made in the tape to help when 

positioning the cracker closed in the next step. Place a rolling pin or 

cylinder shape on the acetate to help support with the shaping of 

the cracker – it can be done without but this just makes it easier. 

  

 Ensure the diamond shapes are lined up when taping the 

cracker closed. Once in position pull the tabs of the tape 

to seal the cracker closed. 

 Tie a ribbon around one end of the cracker to secure it closed. 

Take your chosen items and wrap with tissue paper. Place the 

parcel inside the cracker before securing it closed with another 

ribbon & bow. The little tiny tins can house stamps, and alcohol 

inks bottles and mica pots are ideal gifts for any crafter. 

  

 Make up as many sheets that are needed for the amount of 

crackers when starting step one, that way they will all be dry 

at once. Being made from acetate means you can bring them 

out year after year and just refill when needed. tabs for a 

neat finish. 

 Make matching names for the crackers by printing 

the names needed onto the printable acetate first 

and then complete steps 1 – 4. Cut the names out 

and place on the cracker for a personal touch and 

a great place setting idea. 


